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Abstract—Service migration in pervasive cloud computing is
important for leveraging cloud resources to execute mobile appli-
cations effectively and efficiently. This paper proposes a LSTM
(long and short-term memory model) based service migration
approach for pervasive cloud computing, i.e., LSTM4PCC, which
supports an accurate prediction of cloud resources. LSTM4PCC
makes a prediction for cloud resource availability with a LSTM
network and establishes a service migration mechanism in order
to optimize service executions. We evaluate LSTM4PCC and
compare it with the ARIMA (AutoRegressive Integrated Moving
Average) approach in terms of prediction accuracy. The results
show that LSTM4PCC performs better than ARIMA.

Index Terms—Pervasive Cloud Computing, Service Migration,
Machine Learning, LSTM

I. INTRODUCTION

Pervasive cloud computing (PCC) is an emerging trend as-

sociated with powerful cloud computing and ubiquitous mobile

computing, allowing mobile devices to hook up with their

neighbor cloud services such as data storage and computation.

With the integration of multimedia applications, mobile de-

vices most commonly will provide cloud multimedia services

for generating, editing, processing, and searching multimedia

contents, such as images, video, audio, and graphics via the

cloud [1].

Task migration in PCC expects to leverage capabilities of

mobile devices by migrating the above-mentioned multimedia

tasks to cloud nodes. We use task migration and service migra-

tion interchangeably in this paper. Service migration usually

has the following steps [2]: looking for available resources and

services; monitoring environment context; making decision for

tasks scheduling and remote execution control.

Task migration architecture specifies the environment in

which mobile devices are connected to and interact with cloud

resources. Task migration architecture can be classified into

four types: public cloud such as MAUI [3], Clonecloud [4],

Cloudlet [5], Cloud of Mobile Network Operator [6], Cloud

of mobile devices such as Hyrax [7] and Edgar [8]. To ensure

efficient mobile application executions, migration scheduling

is needed to adapt to dynamic changes in PCC.

There are static or dynamic migration scheduling algorithms

[2]. Static task migration approaches include Wishbone [9],

VM placement/migration [10], Clonecloud [4], Task-resource

Scheduling [11], Task Scheduling with DVFS [12]. Dynamic

task migration approaches include Parametric Analysis [13],

(k + 1) Multi-Constraint Partitioning Algorithm [14], MAUI

[3], Darwin [15], EOA [16], Cloud-Vision [17], LALTM [18],

EMSO [19], MDP migration [20], OSGi-PC [21], Mobiles

on Cloud Nine [22], Jade [23], decentralized computation

offloading game [24] , Cloudlet based mobile cloud computing

model (DECM) [25]. Yao et al. [26] presented an energy

efficient task scheduling strategy (EETS) based on cost graph.

However, there lacks a good decision mechanism for task

migrations.

Considering the fact that the resources in a PCC can be

considered by a number of time series data, therefore, the

analysis of these data can be handled by the time series

analysis techniques [27], where LSTM can be a good option to

predict time series data. Based on OSGi-PC cloud architecture



Figure 1: Overview of LSTM4PCC

[21], in this paper, we propose a deep learning based (i.e.,

LSTM) task migration method. LSTM4PCC, which is suitable

to solve migration problems in pervasive cloud environment.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 presents

LSTM4PCC cloud architecture. Section 3 presents LSTM-

based migration algorithm. Section 4 presents the experiment

and evaluates LSTM4PCC. Section 5 concludes the paper.

II. LSTM4PCC ARCHITECTURE FOR SERVICE MIGRATION

Preliminary work [21] has set up OSGi service migration,

combining with D-OSGi and R-OSGi. In this paper, we

add component lookup and migration functions, and resource

monitor in the OSGi-PC infrastructure.

Figure 1 presents LSTM4PCC architecture for service mi-

gration.

There are two types of LSM4PCC nodes, the common com-

puting node (OSGi-FW) and the central decision node (OSGi-

CD), as shown in Fig.2. The common computing nodes can

be PC nodes, or mobile devices (including Android phones,

Android tablets, etc.), and there are three important func-

tional components: framework, deployer, and monitor. The

framework component is used to uniquely identify a OSGi-

FW framework, which is responsible for the service deployer

and monitor in working states; the deployer is responsible

for the service migration in the OSGi-FW framework and



the control of operation status, where the central migration

decision node determines transfer schemes, the corresponding

deployer is selected to stop emigration and start immigration

services; the monitor component is responsible for monitoring

available resources. The central decision nodes include a con-

text profiler (context analysis component), a resource predictor

and a decision maker component. The decision node is based

on OSGi, where the context profiler component periodically

communicates with each computing node to get their resource

information, and the resource predictor analyzes and predicts

available resources. The decision node is deployed on the PC

node for operating the whole system.

Figure 2: LSTM4PCC infrastructure

The perception of LSTM4PCC consists of three levels of

contexts. The first is to percept system level contexts, mainly

to obtain information on OSGi-FW frameworks, including how

many OSGi-FW frameworks are running in the system, and

the operation of each framework. The second is to percept

the service status of each framework, including what services

are running in each framework. These two level contexts can

be obtained through D-OSGi and R-OSGi with the help of

framework and deployer components. The third is to monitor

resources, using common and performance-related memory

and CPU indexes. The monitoring parameters include available

memories and CPUs memories and CPUs within frameworks.

The framework memory fwmemory can be measured by the

amount of available memory in JVM, and the CPU availability

of the framework fwcpu can be measured by the amount of

available CPUs in JVM. In order to obtain the CPU utilization

rate of bundle bdcpu, the open source project JiP-OSGi1 is

modified in LSTM4PCC environment.

The perception of available resources will obtain a time

series by periodically collecting data. In this case, LSTM (long

and short term memory model) is potential for the prediction of

time series data. LSTM4PCC uses a five-layer network to build

a resources prediction model, including two LSTM layers, two

Dropout layers, and a connecting layer, as shown in Fig.3.

1http://www.codeforge.com/article/364713

Dense

Figure 3: LSTM4PCC prediction model

Some test data are used to select different model param-

eters for training the LSTM model. The training of memory

prediction model using different model parameters is shown

in Table I.

III. LSTM BASED SERVICE MIGRATION

Fig.4 illustrates the process of making service migration

decision and deployment as follows.

1) Resources on each node at different time have dif-

ferent weights (including forecast data). We calcu-

late the weight of consumption of CPU and mem-

ory resources with meancpu =
∑i=t+s

i=t wicpui

and meanmemory =
∑i=t+s

i=t wimemoryi. Based on

meancpu and meanmemory, the framework of nodes

would be sorted from high to low by resource con-

sumption. Then two lists are defined, which stand for

resources in poor (listat) and resources in rich (listas),

as shown in Fig.5. Then a formula is defined to measure

the quality of resources:

D =
mean

std
(1)

The mean represents the weighted mean of available

memory or CPU resources. std represents the corre-

sponding standard deviation, so D can comprehensively

measures the size and stability of the CPU or memory

resources.

D is calculated for each node in listat and listas, and then

the nodes are sorted in descending order D, and listbt

and listbs are obtained after considering the variance

parameters correspondingly, as shown in Figure 5 (listb).

If a framework’s meancpu or meanmemory exceeds

the threshold cputhreshold or memorythreshold, this

framework would be considered as the framework for

migration, otherwise LSTM4PCC does not request a

migration operation.

2) Next will select the appropriate target migration

framework fwtarget based on their resource situation

fwmigrated. Choosing a target framework fwtarget

would be divided into three cases: a) If fwmigrated

belongs to the memory resource in poor, the desti-

nation framework fwtarget is selected from the free

memory list listbt which has the minimum D. b) If

fwmigrated belongs to the CPU resource in poor, the

target framework would be selected from the optimal



Table I: Train and validation loss with different parameters of LSTM

Sequence LSTM1 Droup1 LSTM2 Droup2 Dense Layer Train Loss Validation Loss
50 (1,50) 0.2 (50,70) 0.2 (70,1) 0.0214 0.0237
50 (1,50) 0.2 (50,100) 0.2 (100,1) 0.0213 0.0127
60 (1,60) 0.2 (60,80) 0.2 (80,1) 0.0228 0.0276
60 (1,60) 0.2 (60,100) 0.2 (100,1) 0.0225 0.0178

Figure 4: Service migration in LSTM4PCC

node in the CPU free listbs. c) If CPU and memory

are both relatively tight, the priority will be given to

the memory. If the framework is also located in the

CPU free list, then select the framework as the target

framework. For all the above three cases, if the targeting

framework is not found, the migration can’t be executed

immediately.

3) After LSTM4PCC obtains fwmigrated and fwtarget, it

needs to evaluate the resources consumption for system

components. If the current state of fwmigrated belongs

to the CPU resource in poor, it will select the CPU

service with the highest mean as the migration service



Table II: Configurations of evaluations

VM
parameter

OS CPU memory storage IP role

VM1 Ubuntu16.04 Single core 2.50GHZ 1GB 20GB 192.168.182.130 decision node
VM2 Ubuntu16.04 Single core 2.50GHZ 1GB 20GB 192.168.182.134 Cloud computing node
VM3 Ubuntu16.04 Single core 2.50GHZ 512MB 20GB 192.168.182.135 Cloud computing node
VM4 Ubuntu16.04 Single core 2.50GHZ 512MB 10GB 192.168.182.137 Cloud computing node

Android Android4.4 Single core 2.50GHZ 512MB 5GB 192.168.182.133 mobile node

Table III: Frameworks resource info under the migration example

IP CPU weighted mean
CPU mean

Memory weighted mean
Memory mean

/standard deviation /standard deviation
192.168.182.137 99.24% 0.9924/0.1045 9.4630MB 9.4630/2.1626
192.168.182.135 98.77% 0.9877/0.0937 8.5428MB 8.5428/1.9791
192.168.182.134 95.21% 0.9521/0.1127 10.6752MB 10.6752/2.2371
192.168.182.133 - - 0.1022MB 0.1022/0.0256

Figure 5: LSTM4PCC resource allocation

bdmigrated. If fwmigrated belongs to the memory re-

source in poor, it will select the service with the highest

memory consumption as the bdmigrated. If CPU and

memory are both inadequate, it will repeat the step 2).

IV. EVALUATIONS

The hardware platform used in the experiment is a ThinkPad

E460 with four cores Intel Core i7 6500U, with four

ubuntu16.04 virtual machines and an Android 4.4 virtual

machine, which is configured as listed in Table II.

The experimental results are shown in Figure 6.

To measure the prediction accuracy of LSTM4PCC, the

mean square deviation is defined as Formula 2.

MSE(t, s) =

∑i=t+s
i=t (l̂i − li)

2

s
(2)

We compare the LSTM4PCC network model with the

ARIMA autoregressive moving average algorithm. After auto-

correlation and co-correlation analysis, we select p, d, q values

of ARIMA as (2,1,3) to make these comparisons. We select

Ubuntu node (192.168.182.134) as test data. Five different

experiments are conducted as shown in Fig.6. Obviously,

LSTM4PCC model performs much better than ARIMA.

Figure 6: Compare LSTM based method with ARIMA

To show the effectiveness of LSTM4PCC algorithm, the

migration instances are illustrated in Table III, where the

192.168.182.133 node framework doesn’t have CPU informa-

tion because it is an Android node.

By analyzing the running state of each framework in a

certain period of time, 0.95 and 9 are selected as the thresholds

of memory and CPU resources. For the memory resource of

a mobile node, the migration threshold is set to 0.10. For the

migration instance in table III, LSTM4PCC algorithm selects

192.168.182.135 node (its weighted average of available mem-

ory is less than the threshold) for fwmigrated, Ubuntu node

192.168.182.134 as fwtarget. With these threshold constraints,

LSTM4PCC migrates the service with high consumption to the

Ubuntu node with rich memory resource.

V. CONCLUSION

Service migration in pervasive cloud environment is an

effective way for scaling resources on the fly to meet the

increasing demand. Most of the existing works focus on a

single migration algorithm, without applying LSTM into mi-

gration decision making. This paper proposes a LSTM based

service migration method (i.e., LSTM4PCC) that is efficiently

predicting the available memory and CPU resources. The



experimental results show that our LSTM4PCC migration

algorithm performs over the ARIMA.
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